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Abstract. Patch management of networks is essential to mitigate the risks from the exploitation of vulnerabilities 
through malware and other attacks, but by setting too rigorous a patching policy for network devices the IT secu-
rity team can also create burdens for IT operations or disruptions to the business.  Different patch deployment 
timelines could be adopted with the aim of reducing this operational cost, but care must be taken not to substan-
tially increase the risk of emergency disruption from potential exploits and attacks.  In this paper we explore how 
the IT security policy choices regarding patching timelines can be made in terms of economically-based deci-
sions, in which the aim is to minimize the expected overall costs to the organization from patching-related activi-
ty.  We introduce a simple cost function that takes into account costs incurred from disruption caused by planned 
patching and from expected disruption caused by emergency patching.  To explore the outcomes under different 
patching policies we apply a systems modelling approach and Monte Carlo style simulations.  The results from 
the simulations show disruptions caused for a range of patch deployment timelines.  These results together with 
the cost function are then used to identify the optimal patching timelines under different threat environment con-
ditions and taking into account the organization's risk tolerance.   

1 Introduction 

Security decisions often involve trade-offs: a security policy choice that optimizes time spent by the security team 
might create burdens (cost) for IT operations or the business.  One of the main tasks faced by the security operations 
team is vulnerability and patch management.  The reasoning behind applying patches to remove system vulnerabili-
ties thereby reducing security risk is well understood.  The longer the systems stay unpatched the bigger the risk that 
a vulnerability may be exploited by malicious attacks or fast spreading malware.  However, applying patches usually 
has many undesirable implications, mainly in terms of business disruptions.  These disruptions are particularly high 
when patching network devices such as routers and switches, and especially so in such highly network reliant envi-
ronments, as cloud infrastructures. Any time a piece of network equipment is patched, there is a risk of something 
going wrong: if the patch fails, or results in unexpected interaction with other devices or current configurations, the 
disruptions caused can have significant impact on the business, which relies on the network infrastructure.  For e x-
ample, patching Cisco devices usually requires the replacement of the complete device operating system; this is very 
different from the patching of Windows servers.  After patching, it could easily turn out that the existing configura-
tion does not work with the new OS version, or a routing protocol might end up being broken. 

When setting their patching strategies, many organizations adopt regular patch update cycles, where the patches 
are required to be deployed once within a set time period, be it within one, three, or six months.  Since patching au-
tomation for network devices is currently still technically difficult1, this time-bound schedule is used to plan and 
allocate time periods for manually patching all necessary network devices within the schedule. The chosen patching 
schedule has to optimally address two objectives: minimize business disruptions from planned patches and upgrades, 
and minimize the time and the number of devices that remain exposed due to being unpatched for a long time.  

These two objectives present a conflict, however.  To reduce the number of planned disruptions due to patching 
the operations staff would prefer to adopt patching schedules that span longer periods of time, as more time can be 
spent on thoroughly testing each patch and also due to the fact that several patches may be released by the vendor 
when waiting longer and so several patches can be batched together and applied at the same time, reducing the level 

                                                           
1   Due to high variability of network device OS types, and due to the fact that many patches require upgrades of OS, and thus might require mul-

tiple reboots, and possible re-configurations. 
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of disruption from patching.  However, from a threat perspective the longer policy would increase the exposure of 
network devices to potential exploits and attacks due to many devices remaining vulnerable for long periods.  

In this paper we explore how IT security policy choices regarding patching schedules for network equipment can 
be made in terms of economically-based decisions, in which the aim is to minimize the expected overall cost to the 
organization from patching-related activity.  We apply a methodology that combines methods from economics²
specifically, cost and utility functions²together with simulations of the executable system model capturing the un-
derlying processes.  

First, we introduce a simple cost function that takes into account costs incurred from disruption caused by 
planned patching and from expected disruption by an emergency when an exploit or malware emerges.  We then 
construct a system model of the patch management processes, which is executed in the context of a stochastic model 
of the threat environment.  To gain insight into the actual network patch management processes, we have worked 
with security teams and network operations staff across a couple of large organizations.  In our model, we capture 
the main attributes of this process, but include some simplifications to make the model computationally feasible.  
We also make assumptions about the characteristics of the threat environment specific to network exploits and at-
tacks, mostly based on historical (though sparse) data on network exploits over the past several years since 2004.   

Finally we perform the experimental simulations, and show how changes in the patch deployment schedules af-
fect the planned and unplanned disruption levels.  These results together with the cost function are then used to sug-
gest the optimal patching schedules for different tolerance levels of disruption and risk.  Since the threat environ-
ment is ever changing, we perform additional simulations to show how the patching schedules should be adjusted 
under worsening threat conditions. 

Our paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 describes the network patching problem and introduces the cost 
function.  In section 3, we present the model, constructed to capture the patch management process in the network 
environment.  Section 3 also describes how we model the external threat environment.  In section 4, we describe 
results and analysis from a set of simulation experiments based on the constructed model and under the assumptions 
of the introduced cost function.  The analysis shows the changing levels of planned patching and emergency disrup-
tions under different patch deployment timelines, and suggests some optimal timelines for the certain emergency 
tolerance level.  Section 5 describes results from another set of experiments with a changing threat environment, and 
looks at how this affects the optimal timeline choice.  In section 6, we discuss the implications of our analysis and 
some future work.  Section 7 reviews related work in this area.  Our paper finishes with some final conclusions.  

2 Disruption Trade-Offs 

In this paper we examine two types of disruptions that security teams dealing with vulnerability management across 
network devices have to encounter:  

1. Planned operational disruptions that are caused by the device downtime due to patching.  These can range from 
relatively short downtime due to device reboot to longer downtime where the patch failed and requires re-
application or changes in the system configuration. 

2. Unplanned disruptions that are caused by deployment of emergency procedures whenever there is emergence of 
exploit or malware.  Even larger scale disruptions are encountered when the network is actually hit by attack that 
exploits unpatched vulnerabilities. The cost of emergency procedures is much higher than the planned disruption 
caused by patching.  These emergency procedures could encompass expedited patching, or deployment of emer-
gency workarounds.  And so the savings in reduced operational disruption achieved with longer patch deploy-
ment timelines have to be weighed against the potential increase these type of disruptions.  

2.1 Cost Function  

Based on the two forms of business disruption introduced above we define a cost function that is used to determine 
the acceptable trade-offs when choosing the patch deployment schedules.  

We use the following notation: 

x cpatch is the cost of applying a patch to a single device (or upgrading the OS of a device), which for the purpose of 
this paper is mainly the disruption caused to the business because the device is offline and not usable; 
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x cemergency is the cost of applying an expedited fix or a workaround to a single device in case of exploit or actual 
breach/attack; this again is mainly the disruption caused to the business because the device is not usable; 

x pemergency(t) is the probability that an exploit will emerge during some time interval [t1,t2] , raising the need for an 
emergency.  This probability varies at different points in time t, where t is the time elapsed from the vulnerability 
disclosure.  In section 3.1 we will choose a specific probability density function for our model of the threat envi-
ronment. 

Since an individual organization has hundreds or thousands of devices that might be vulnerable to the same vul-
nerability and require patching, the overall cost of an individual task of patching is multiplied across the population 
of all vulnerable devices, denoted as devpatched :  

dpatch =  cpatch devpatched 
We assume that the cost of applying a patch does not fluctuate significantly across different types of network 

equipment or from one patch to another.  We recognize that in some cases this is a simplification as patch quality 
may vary, and some network devices have a more critical role and cause more disruption when offline, but to make 
our analysis and modeling generic rather than organization- or vendor-specific we assume that downtime during 
patch application is relatively similar across the vulnerable devices. 

The cost of an emergency, however, is incurred only if a breach is imminent due to the emergence of an exploit 
or the detection of an actual attack, and so the emergency disruption is dependent on the number of vulnerable 
(upatched) devices at the time of emergency, denoted as devunpatched(t).  The meaning for the cost of the emergency 
that we use in this paper does not take into account disruptions caused by the actual attacks on the unpatched devices 
or the implications of more complex attacks that exploit vulnerabilities on the unpatched devices.  For the purpose of 
our analysis we assume that the emergency disruption cost comes from emergency patching of network equipment 
which happens when an exploit is known about, but before an actual attack takes place (attacks are rare).  The result-
ing disruption is similar in kind to that caused by planned/operational patching, but of much greater severity as the 
operations and security teams have to rush to deploy patches or emergency workarounds across the remaining 
upatched devices causing disruptions outside the agreed allowed downtime periods and more severely impacting 
RUJDQL]DWLRQ¶V�EXVLQHVV�SURFHVVHV�� 

The arrival of an emergency event is modeled by the probability pemergency(t). We define the disruption during 
emergencies, demergency, as the expected value of emergency disruption across the unpatched population of devices: 

demergency =  cemergency �GHYunpatched(t) pemergency(t) dt 
Combining the two types of disruption together, the expected overall disruption caused by vulnerability manage-

ment through patching is the patching cost plus the expected cost of emergency: 
D =  dpatch +  demergency 

The cost of disruption from patching or in case of emergency is obviously organization- and patch-specific, but 
for our analysis we need to make some simplifications.  We say that the disruption cost per device caused by emer-
JHQF\�SURFHGXUHV�LV�Į�WLPHV�Jreater than the disruption caused by applying a patch.  This allows us to state that:  

cemergency  �Į cpatch 
The actual value of Į is organization-VSHFLILF��DQG�VKRXOG�EH�VHOHFWHG�GHSHQGLQJ�RQ�RUJDQL]DWLRQ¶V�WROHUDQFH�OHYHO�

for emergencies, including the procedures for the patch deployment escalations, deployment of workarounds, or 
redundancies built into the network that might minimize the disruptions caused by an actual attack.  

 By substituting this into previous equation we have: 
D =  cpatch (devpatched +  Į �GHYunpatched(t) pemergency(t) dt) 

Since cpatch is constant, the overall disruption cost depends mainly on the number of devices requiring a patch and 
the expected number of devices that remain unpatched at the time of an emergency. 

This cost is incurred for each patch or batch of patches released by the vendor, so if, for example, a vendor re-
leases three patches in a year that apply across the same population of devices, the cost D triples.  In one year an 
organization usually has to apply hundreds of patches across its various systems and applications.  For network de-
vices, the number of patches released by vendors is considerable smaller, usually in tens rather than in hundreds per 
year, which is still quite a large number, considering that a typical large organization might have hundreds or thou-
sands of network devices.  
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2.2 Reducing the Cost of Disruption 

The security team can reduce the cost of disruption by planning the patch deployment timelines and using patch 
batching capabilities to bundle several patches together and apply them in one shot.  For example, by bundling two 
patches together the administrator would cause half as much disruption, as each device has to be touched once in-
stead of twice.  The number of patches that can be bundled toJHWKHU�LV�GHSHQGHQW�RQ�WKH�YHQGRU¶V�SDWFK�UHOHDVH�OLIe-
cycle.  In order to meet the deadlines set in the patch deployment policies the administrators would usually start ap-
plying one patch across the first set of devices, and once another patch is released will batch it with the previous 
patch and apply them together across the next set of devices.  

Looking at our cost functions the aim of the batching of patches is to reduce the cost dpatch for each patch by re-
ducing the number of devices that the patch has to be applied to individually.  By incorporating the patch batching 
effect for each patch, we can subtract from the total patchable population of devices the population for which the 
patch can be batched with the next or a superseding patch:  

dpatch =  cpatch (devpatched - devbatch_patched) 
We are making a simplification here by assuming that the disruption caused when applying the batch of patches is 

the same as when applying a single patch.  If the batch includes many complex patches, this might not be exactly the 
FDVH���+RZHYHU��LW¶V�FRPPRQ�ZLWKLQ�WKH�QHWZRUN�FRQWH[W�WKDW�WKH�QH[W�VHW�RI�QHWZRUN�SDWFKHV�LV�DFWXDOO\�D�IXOO�Xp-
grade that supersedes or includes any previous patches, and so the cost of applying a new upgrade is the same or is 
increased only by small delta.  

By choosing appropriate patch deployment deadlines that correlate with vendor patch release schedules the aim 
of the security team would be to increase the size of population within devbatch_patched, and thus achieve lower overall 
patch disruption costs.  If dpatch was the only cost within D the biggest reduction of cost would be waiting for as 
many patches of possible and applying them together.  

The other cost within D, the cost of emergency disruption demergency, however, increases with longer patch dep-
loyment timelines, as the population of devices unpatched at the time of an emergency grows. The aim would be to 
identify the appropriate patch deployment deadline that decreases dpatch (the patch has to be applied across minimum 
number of devices) while not increasing considerably demergency (minimum number of devices remaining unpatched 
in case of emergency), and thus minimizes the overall disruption D caused by patching. 

3 A Systems Model of Network Vulnerability Management 

To explore the effect of different patching timelines on the cost of disruption, we use systems modeling and simula-
tions.  With the systems modeling the aim is to accurately capture the characteristics and behavior of the vulnerabili-
ty disclose-exploit-patch lifecycle [1, 12], including the patch testing and patch deployment stages.  We use a sys-
tems modeling methodology based on process algebra and queuing theory [10] that has been developed for framing 
and exploring models of complex systems and processes.  Within this approach the processes, such as patch dep-
loyment, are captured stochastically and events that cause changes in the process, such as vulnerability exploit or 
patch release, as discrete events whose occurrence is specified with probability distributions or as time-based cycles. 
The models themselves are developed using specially created Gnosis programming language [25] and are 
represented visually as an activity type diagrams, with each component encoding certain distinct features of the sys-
tem.  

3.1 Patch Release and Patch Management Processes 

We have previously developed a model of the patch management processes to explore the risk exposure window 
across Wintel environment in an organization [3]. We have adapted this model for network environment by intro-
ducing new features such as slower patching rate through patch uptake function and allowing longer patch assess-
ment and preparation time. We have also changed how the threat environment is expressed to reflect the different 
attacker and exploit developer behavior. Figure 1 shows the visual representation of the created model.  

The model diagram should be interpreted as follows:  (a) the star and circular shaped components represent the 
events that occur at regular intervals as defined with an event inter-arrival probability distribution; a circular compo-
nent has in addition the parameter defining the probability of an event happening; (b) the rectangular shapes corres-
pond to the process steps each with an internal logic, that consists of time duration or some manipulations of internal 
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parameters; (c) the rhombus shapes are if-type decision boxes, that return Boolean values true or false based on a 
parameter value; and (d) finally, the process dynamics of the model is captured by the arrows connecting events to 
process steps and decision boxes.  

 
           

     
The main trigger of a vulnerability management processes across networks is usually the release of a patch or a 

batch of patches by a vendor. This is different from Wintel type environments where such process is usually trig-
gered by the vulnerabity announcements, since the threat environment and exploit discovery characteristics are not 
the same for network platforms. These are discussed in detail in section 3.2.  

Some major network equipment vendors have recently adopted regular patch release cycles, and so we decided to 
include this in our model, but also recognize that off-cycle patches might be released in between. We have examined 
historical data in Secunia reports [15] regarding the patch release frequency by the three major network device ven-
dors adopted across large enterprises: Cisco, HP ProCurve, and Juniper.  Of these three, only Cisco has adopted a 
regular patch release policy with the main patches being released at 6 months intervals [4], in March and September, 
and some critical patches in between.  Many fewer patches are released by HP ProCurve and Juniper, usually only 1 
or 2 per year.  

 Since Cisco networking equipment is by far the most prevalent across large organizations, we decided to use the 
six-monthly cycle as the patch release frequency in the component (1) of our model: fpatch_regular (tpatch)=  60. 

We model the arrival of off-cycle patch releases as a Poisson process with an inter-arrival time based on an expo-
nential probability distribution, with the mean time between occurrences set to one year. This is defined in the com-
ponent (2) in the model: fpatch_offcycle (tpatch)=  365e-365t

patch.2 
The process steps taken internally within an organization to manage patches consist of patch preparation and dep-

loyment stages.  Based on interviews with the network administrators, we found that large organizations typically 

                                                           
2    Everything is scaled in days in our model.  
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allow a fixed time for patch assessment and preparation; in our model this is set to be between 60 and 90 days. This 
parameter is defined for the component (3) as fpatch_prepare (tpatch)=  U(60,90).  

Once the patch has been assessed, we measure the progress of the previous patch (component (4)). If the patch 
has not been deployed across all vulnerable devices (decision component (5)), the patch is bundled with the previous 
patch and the bundle is deployed across that remaining population (component (6)). A single patch is deployed 
across all devices that already received the previous patch (if the previous patch has already been deployed across all 
devices, they would all receive a single patch until the next patch is released and assessed) (component (7)). The 
components (4)-(7) encode internal measurements, specifically recording the proportion of device population having 
bundled or single patches installed. The patch deployment is captured within the component (8).  

For the patch deployment stage (8) we needed to determine if during a given time period for patch deployment 
across a number of devices, these devices are patched individually at regular intervals or in groups.  By examining 
the patch deployment practices in several large organizations, we decided to generalize by assuming that in most 
cases the network devices would be patched individually at regular intervals so as to meet the deadlines set by the 
RUJDQL]DWLRQ¶V�SROLF\�� �7KLV�ZRXOG�UHVXOW� LQ�D� OLQHDU�SDWFK�XSWDNH�GXULQJ�SDWFK�GHSOR\PHQW�RYHU� WKH�SRSXODWLRQ�RI�
vulnerable systems, as shown in figure 2.  We also assumed that the patch uptake has the same characteristics no 
matter what length the patching policy is set to; e.g. the devices would be patched at equally spaced intervals when 
the policy deadline is set at 6 months or at 18 months.  Based on the lack of automated tools for patching network 
devices, and the limited number of allowed downtime periods set by the business, we consider that these two as-
sumptions are not far off the actual network device patching practices.   

3.2 The Threat Environment  

We include the threat environment event in the model that cause an emergency when an exploit appears related to 
the vulnerability being patched.  In choosing how to represent the threat environment in our model, we have ex-
amined previously announced cases of network exploits.  As we have noted before, exploits on network devices are 
much less frequent compared to the Wintel environment due to the fact that network devices have many different 
CPU architectures and multiple ranges of platforms, thus preventing effective automatic exploit development.  It is 
also much harder to reverse engineer the patches when hackers do not have access to the variety of router types or 
the necessary skills pool. 

Up to now, the attacks and exploits that have been publicly announced have targeted specific versions of architec-
ture and platform, making the likelihood of widespread attacks very low.  Within the years 2002±2009 we have 
found several, though sketchy, publicly-announced instances of working exploits for Cisco vulnerabilities3. These 
exploits related to vulnerabilities for which a patch had been released over a year earlier by the vendor.  Verizon 
report on attack vectors observed in 2008 [22] tells similar story, with only a small percentage of hacks observed 
that targeted routers, switches, or other network devices, and in cases when these exploited vulnerabilities, the patch 
has been available from a vendor a year or more before. This small number of working exploits together with anec-
dotal evidence from the hacker community [5, 6, 7, 9, 23] suggests that exploitation of network device vulnerabili-
ties is generally difficult, with working exploits taking significant time to be developed after the patch publication 
by the vendor. 

Based on this analysis, we made the assumption that exploits arrive relatively infrequently and some time after 
patch publication4.  Therefore, when representing the threat environment within our system model, we concentrated 
on two factors, the rate of arrival of exploits, and how long after patch publication the exploit appears²which repre-
sents the time it takes for attackers/hackers to develop working exploit code.  In the model, for each released patch 
we perform Bernoulli test on whether an exploit will be developed or not.  The rate of arrival of exploits determines 
the likelihood that an exploit will be developed for any given patch, e.g., if the exploit arrival rate is one per year 
and the average number of patch releases is three per year, then the probability of an exploit being developed for 
each patch is 1/3.  In the initial settings of the model we chose the exploit arrival rate as 1 emergency (significantly 

                                                           
3   March 2004 toolkit exploited vulnerabilities from 2002-2003 [16], Nov 2006 SNMP exploit exploited vulnerability with patch available in 

2004-2005 [17], Da Ios rootKit [24] in 2008, Yersinia toolkit released in 2005. 
4   We recognize that in some cases the vulnerabilities are announced and exploits could be available before the patch is released by the vendor. 

However, at the moment the evidence suggest that for network vulnerabilities these would be rare cases, especially for an effective exploit to 
be available much before patch release.  
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threatening exploit) every 2 years, as that seems to be closest to the anecdotal evidence available for Cisco vulner-
abilities. 

As described above, exploits for network equipment generally take some time to be developed.  To capture this 
property we decided to use a Weibull distribution for the exploit development time, with a mean of 1 year and a 
standard deviation of 0.5 years (resulting in a shape parameter k=2.10 and a scale parameter l=1).   

Thus component (9) in our model has two parameters, namely:  
pemergency(patch)=0.16 and fexploit_delay(texploit)=365 X 2.10(texploit)1.1e-(t

exploit
)2.1

 

These basic settings for parameters regarding the prevailing threat environment are used in what we call the core 
simulation experiments, the results of which are described in section 4.  To reflect potential changes in the threat 
environment such as increased exploit development rate, or in internal patching processes, we also make various 
changes in the parameters for additional experiments, which are described in section 5.  

After exploit has been released, we measure in our model the proportion of unpatched population (component 
(10)) that needs emergency patch to be deployed (component (11)). 

3.3 Measuring Disruption 

During the simulations across different patch deployment schedules, we measure the overall disruption caused by 
normal patching and emergency procedures.  We measure the total disruption caused per year, as this seemed a prac-
tical measure that can be used by the security teams in their policy decisions, since many security policies and budg-
ets are determined on yearly basis.  

As noted in section 3 the disruption caused by patching mainly depends on the size of the device population that 
requires a patch to be applied individually.  During the simulations, we measure the relative proportion of the popu-
lation rather than the exact number of devices, as comparisons across different patching policies were done based on 
the relative increase or decrease in disruption with different patching timelines, rather than the exact number.  The 
same approach was applied for emergency disruption, where we record the proportion of the population remaining 
unpatched at the time of an exploit. 

For example, throughout our set of experiments, the results of which are depicted across the charts in the next 
couple of sections, the disruption measured ranges from 0 to 10. The disruption of 1 means that full population of 
devices would be impacted by the operational or emergency patching. In such case, if an organization has 100 net-
work devices, all of these 100 devices will be disrupted, usually by being offline for a certain period of time. The 
disruption of 3 means that full population of devices would be down three times per year. As was described in sec-
tion  2, the disruption caused during emergency patching is assumed to be Į times greater than the one caused during 
planned operational patching5. 

4 Results from Simulations with Core Model Settings 

In the first set of simulation experiments, we look at how disruption changes with increasingly longer patch deploy-
ment timelines, with timelines increasing by one month at a time with a maximum of 24 months.  The result of these 
simulations is plotted in figure 3.  It shows the mean operational disruption from patching per year (dpatch), and the 
mean emergency disruption (demergency) as longer patch deployment timelines are being adopted by the security op-
erations team. 

As can be seen from these plots, with longer timelines the operational disruption decreases quite substantially, 
while the increase in the emergency disruption is more gradual and smaller.  The savings are even bigger after the 6 
month timeline.  This point corresponds with the 6 month lifecycle when the vendor releases a new patch.  For ex-
ample, when the patch deployment time is set at 8 months the expected operational disruption is half that when 
patching policy requires patches to be applied immediately, corresponding to the timeline set at 0 months.  However, 
for policies with timelines longer than 15 months the operational disruption improvements are smaller with each 
longer timeline.  

As we recall from section 2, we made an assumption that the disruption cost per device caused by emergency 
SURFHGXUHV�LV�Į�WLPHV�JUHDWHU�WKDQ�WKH�GLVUXSWLRQ�FDXVHG by applying a patch. We stated this as an equation: 

                                                           
5    In the simplest case this would mean that during an emergency disruption a device is down for a longer period compared to the planned opera-

tional patch application, as the emergency workaround or patch is more likely to cause failures due to less effort spent on testing. 
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 cemergency �Į�Fpatch. :KHQ�ZH�VFDOH�WKH�HPHUJHQF\�GLVUXSWLRQ�UHVXOWV�E\�FKRRVLQJ�WKH�YDOXH�Į ����ZH�JHW�WKH�WKLUG�OLQH�
in the same graph.  This is the case when an organization regards disruptions caused by the emergency procedures, 
be it the patch deployment escalations, deployment of workarounds, or the disruptions caused by an actual attack, as 
being ten times higher than disruptions caused by the planned patch application.  In such cases within the graph we 
get a crossover point at a timeline of 9 months where dpatch=demergency.  This represents the patching policy for which 
the overall disruption is caused by equal measures of operational patching disruption and emergency disruption.  

 

 

 

 
Based on our cost functions from section 2, the optimal patch deployment deadline would be the one where the 

expected cost of overall disruption, D =  dpatch +  demergency, LV�PLQLPDO�IRU�D�FHUWDLQ�YDOXH�RI�Į���$V�WKH�YDOXH�RI�Į�LV�
dependent on a particular organization, its capabilities for dealing with an emergency (such as redundancies across 
network devices), and its risk appetite, we plotted the overall disruption D under different timelines for several val-
ues of Į (figure 4).  

When Į �� the optimal policy is 9 months and this corresponds to the previous crossover point.  If Į is larger 
than that, the optimal policy deadline is much shorter, with Į �� this being at 3 months and with Į �� this being at 
2 months.  This means that for organizations where emergency disruption is regarded as being more than 10 times 
worse than the operational disruption caused by normal patch application, the policy should be adopted with patches 
required to be deployed within a month or two across vulnerable devices. 

If, however, emergency disruption is regarded as similar to or just slightly worse than operational disruption6, the 
longer timelines would be more cost effective.  For example, whHQ�Į ���WKH�ORZHVW�RYHUDOO�GLVUXSWLRQ�LV�DFKLHYHG�
when the patch deployment deadline is set at 13 months.  But even with timelines longer than that, the overall dis-
ruption increases only very slightly. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Operational and emergency disruption with long patch deployment timelines 

                                                           
6   This is quite likely the case within the current threat environment, where past exploits on network equipment have mostly resulted in denial of 

service (DoS) attacks, rather than attacks that give a complete access to the router or switch. The DoS attacks are usually not regarded as hav-
ing big impact due to the redundancies that are commonly built in to the network architecture.  
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When we run experiments with even longer timelines, with maximum deployment time corresponding to 5 years, 
the results of which can be seen plotted in figure 5, a point is reached where the amount of emergency disruption 
exceeds the operational disruption.  This is when the timelines are set to longer than 33 months.  This suggests that 
with much longer patch deployment timelines the benefits of reduced disruption become smaller and smaller.  The 
operational disruption cost is reduced only slightly over longer timelines while the emergency disruption cost does 
not increase, since, based on the assumptions in our model, after 2 years no more exploit is expected for a patch.  
Also at some point in time batching multiple patches together might not be feasible anymore as there might be phys-
ical restrictions that prevent successful installation of new upgrades on old hardware.  

5 Changes in the Threat Environment 

The results described in the previous section were generated from simulations in which the threat environment was 
as specified in section 4, corresponding to a mean exploit development time of 1 year after patch publication, and an 
arrival rate of exploits of one every 2 years.  With some of the vendors of network equipment aiming to adopt more 
uniform OS architectures across their range of network devices, developing exploits that impact network devices 
may become much easier [8], and so the frequency of exploits may increase and the time taken for an exploit to be 
developed may decrease [13].  The policy which is optimal given current threat conditions may be far from best if 
the threat level changes.  In the next set of simulation experiments we decided to explore how emergency disruption 
changes under a worsening threat environment, and how the policy deadlines should be adjusted so that to achieve 
minimal disruption costs.    

5.1 Increased Arrival Rate of Exploits 

First we increased the arrival rate of exploits, leaving the exploit development time the same as before set at 1 year.  
The changes in increased emergency disruption for various emergency arrival rates are plotted in figure 6.  As can 
be seen from the chart, the emergency disruption increases considerably as the arrival rate increases, with the highest 
increase when an exploit appears every 6 months (0.5 year). 

:KHQ�ZH�SORW�WKH�RYHUDOO�GLVUXSWLRQ�ZLWK�Į ���LQ�ILJXUH����ZH�FDQ�VHH�WKDW�ZLWK�D�ZRUVHQLQJ�WKUHDW�HQYLURQPHQW�
the previously optimal patch deployment policy of 9 months no longer applies.  Although with the rate of arrival of 
exploits going up from one peU���\HDUV�WR�RQH�SHU�����\HDUV�DQG�RQH�SHU�\HDU��ZH�GRQ¶W�VHH�D�VXEVWDQWLDO�LQFUHDVH�LQ�
the overall disruption, with the rate at one per 0.5 years the increase is much bigger.  The best option in such a case 
would be to patch immediately.  

 

 
 
 

 

5.2 Faster Exploit Development 

When we reduce the mean exploit development time from the initial value of 1 year to 6 months or 3 months, the 
changes in overall disruption are quite significant, as seen in figure 8.   
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Fig. 7. Overall GLVUXSWLRQ�ZKHQ�Į ���DQG�HPHUJHQF\�IUHTXHQF\�LV�HYHU\���\HDUV��YDU\LQJ�H[SORLW�GHYHORSPHQW�WLPH� 

The results for a mean development time of 6 months are as we might expect, with the earlier exploit arrival 
times increasing the expected level of emergency disruption, resulting in the optimal policy being to deploy patches 
as quickly as possible.  The results for a mean development time of 3 months seem anomalous at first glance, until 
we observe that this is the same as the time taken for patch testing, so in this case a large proportion of emergencies 
arrive before patch deployment has even started.  This limits the potential impact of changes in patch deployment 
timescales and under such threat environment conditions, both the vendors and the organizations would need to re-
think the patch release and testing lifecycles and timelines or consider additional mitigation mechanisms.  

6 Discussion 

Our analysis explored the trade-off between operational and emergency disruption by recognizing that normal patch-
ing does introduce disruption, which is not negligible, and this disruption can be reduced with longer patching dead-
lines, that in turn would potentially increase the risk of a security emergency or breach.  This analysis was done un-
der certain assumptions about the parameters in the model.  The results are most sensitive to the changing threat 
environment conditions, and that is why we explored the impact of these changes in detail in the previous section.  
As the threat environment gets worse, with exploits appearing frequently and soon after patch publication, the trade-
off between operational and emergency disruption changes, until eventually the only option is to patch immediately.  
This would be the case for the Wintel environment, and the disruption from patching in such cases is small com-
pared to emergency disruptions from the constant flow of malware and attacks.  The reductions in overall disruption 
in such cases have to be achieved in a different way, maybe by implementing faster and less disruptive mitigation 
approaches.  Therefore, the analysis in this paper is best suited to the context of vulnerability management for the 
network environment, or other types of environment where exploits and attacks are less frequent (e.g., some server 
environments, enterprise applications). 

To help determine the appropriate timelines for patch deployment we chose to minimize the cost function that 
was defined in terms of disruption.  In turn, we decided to simplify the definition of disruption so that it was mainly 
dependent on the size of the population of devices that would be impacted by the specific task: patching or emergen-
cy fix.  Both of these can be predicted by running the simulations on the system model of the patch management 
process.  To apply the cost function within the context of a specific organization the security team would need to 
FKRRVH�RQO\�RQH�SDUDPHWHU�Į��ZKLFK�LV�DQ�HVWLPDWLRQ�RI�KRZ�PXFK�ZRUVH�WKH�HPHUJHQF\�IL[�LV�WR�WKH�RSHUDWLRQV�RI�
the business than the planned patching.  

Also our current interpretation of an emergency deals with an expected value that is only dependent on the num-
ber of devices unpatched and vulnerable at the time of the emergency.  This might be too simple as the threats to 
networks become more sophisticated, and impact not only network devices, but critical business applications and 
transactions.  So a more complex definition of emergency disruption might need to be developed, that takes into 
DFFRXQW�WKH�RUJDQL]DWLRQ¶V�ULVN�DSSHWLWH�DQG�DELOLW\�WR�WROHUDWH�HPHUJHQFLHV���7KLV�Pight also require a more complex 
system model that captures how an organization reacts to an emergency, including the effect of various processes 
and security mechanisms that are deployed to deal with the emergency.  
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7 Related Work  

In recent years there has been some work examining the trade-offs involved in different patching policies, but none 
that specifically address the patching of network devices.  Beattie, et al. [2] were the first to explore the factors af-
fecting the best time to apply patches so that organizations minimize disruptions caused by defective patches.  Their 
results indicate that patching during the period of 10 to 30 days after first patch release date is the optimal period for 
minimizing the disruption caused by defective patches.  In our work, rather than looking just at a single patch and 
adjusting a single point in time to start patch deployment, we analyse the overall patch management process that also 
takes into account the time taken to apply the patches across all the vulnerable network devices in an organization; 
this can be considerable for a large organization.  

Radianti, et al. [11] explore proactive and reactive patching policies using system dynamics modelling. Although 
their approach of modelling and simulation is similar to ours, the main difference is in the type of policies that are 
chosen to explore.  Radianti, et al. explore generic patching policies, whereas we aimed specifically at exploring 
patching of network devices, as these represent a very special case. 

Cavusoglu, et al. [18, 19] use a game-theoretic model to study interactions between a vendor releasing patches 
and an organization deploying the patches across its environment.  They examine the cost/benefit consequences of 
the time-driven release policies adopted by a vendor and similar policies for patch deployment adopted by an organ-
ization, and explore situations in which the socially optimal patch management can be achieved.  Under the condi-
tion that the vendor and patching organization each choose the policies that best suit themselves, they arrive at the 
FRQFOXVLRQ�WKDW�³YHQGRUV�DUH�EHWWHU�RII�UHOHDVLQJ�SDWFKHV�SHULRGLFDOO\´�DQG�VLPLODU�UHJXODU�SDWFK�XSGDWH�SROLFLHV�DUH�
the optimal strategies for the organization deploying patches.  In our paper we assume from the beginning that both 
the vendor and the organization have adopted regular patch release and deployment cycles, as that has been ob-
served as common practice among vendors and most of the organizations that we have worked with.  However Ca-
vusoglu, et al. assume that patch deployment takes an insignificant amount of time compared to the patch release 
period, whereas this is not the case for patching of network equipment where, as mentioned above, automated patch-
ing is not generally available, and patch depOR\PHQW�RIWHQ�WDNHV�VLJQLILFDQWO\�ORQJHU�WKDW�WKH�YHQGRU¶V�SDWFK�UHOHDVH�
period.  Our analysis in this paper is specifically targeted at helping to identify the optimal time period for deploying 
patches as part of a regular patch cycle.  

The work by Zhang, Tan and Dey [14] provides an analytical framework for cost-benefit analysis of different 
patching policies.  They assume that patching lead time (the time taken to apply a patch across the systems) is neg-
ligible or very small comparing to the overall patching lifecycle, which we argue is not the case in large organiza-
tions with thousands of systems requiring the same patch.  The authors also assume that the costs associated with 
vulnerability exploitations can be estimated with relative ease by an organization, which in reality is very difficult to 
determine with any accuracy.  We believe that our proposed simulation-based approach allows an organization more 
naturally and flexibly to explore the pragmatic outcomes from different patching policies than a purely analytical 
framework would allow.  

The topic on the cost of administration and cost of system downtime has received some attention [20, 21] and is 
aimed at identifying the cost to organizations of various administration and operation tasks. Patterson [20] suggests 
that the cost of downtime should be based upon calculation of two factors: revenue lost and work lost, but can be-
come more complex and include such factors as morale and staff attrition.  Couch, et al. [21] explore the actual ad-
ministration cost incurred in response to various IT support requests.  In our paper we take a simplified view of the 
cost of patching, this basically being the disruption caused to the business because the device is offline and not usa-
ble.  However, for future work it might be useful to incorporate more complex definitions of cost in our analysis.   

8 Conclusions 

In this paper we explored how IT security policy choices regarding patching timelines for network equipment can be 
made in terms of economically-based decisions, in which the aim is to minimize the expected overall costs to the 
organization from patching-related activity.   

We introduced a simple cost function that takes into account costs incurred from disruption caused by planned 
patching and from expected disruption by an emergency when an exploit or malware emerges.  By lengthening the 
required patch deployment timelines, the IT security policy decision makers can reduce the disruption caused by 
planned patching as more patches can be batched together, but this would increase the expected emergency disrup-
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tion as the devices would remain unpatched for longer.  We applied a systems modelling and simulation approach to 
explore the disruptions caused by changing patch deployment timelines within the range of 0 to 24 months, and used 
the results together with the cost function to identify the optimal patching timeline.  When modelling the network 
vulnerability management process we tried to capture current network patch management practices used across large 
organizations, and modeled the network threat environment based on historical (though sparse) data on network ex-
ploits over the past 4 years.  The resulting optimal patch deployment policy of 9 months should be viewed as optim-
al under these assumptions.  By increasing the frequency of exploits in the next set of experiments we saw that this 9 
month timeline soon stops being an optimal policy, with the best option being to patch immediately. 

We believe that the analysis described in this paper provides guidelines for the IT security policy decision makers 
in their respective organizations that can be applied when deciding on the network equipment patching policy that is 
optimal for their organization and their IT environment, and reflects their risk appetite and network emergency to-
lerance level.  It is our hope that this approach may one day form best practice to follow not just in choosing patch-
ing policy but in other areas of security decision-making. 

This work has been done as part of the Cloud Stewardship Economics Project [26], funded by Technology Strate-
gy Board of UK Government. 
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